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                  Game industry

                  In the modern world, the creation of video games is one of the largest segments of the entertainment industry. The scale of the gaming industry is comparable to, for example,
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                  Game development

                  A large number of companies and independent teams are involved in the creation of computer games. Specialists of different professions are involved in the development: programmers, game designers, artists, QA
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                  Game Marketing

                  Specialized mass media have always been a powerful channel for delivering information to users. Now the most effective and widely represented direction of the media are informational sites devoted to
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                                                      About Us

                  Haywire Group is a leading computer video game company. We work closely with the world’s leading publishers to provide all the resources you need to create AAA games. Our priorities
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More then 60 millions players











The total user audience of the company has over 60,000,000 players in 165 countries. Our projects are launched on platforms such as Facebook, IOS, Android, Amazon and Steam. We specialize in spectacular action, addictive gameplay, stunning graphics and a unique gaming experience. Our hallmark is physically accurate animations that allow players to maximize their immersion in the gameplay.









Principle of operation













Technical task










Development of technical specifications together with the customer. A clear plan of action, a complete picture, specific deadlines.







Design










A combination of the latest technology and ageless aesthetic principles. Projects of any complexity for every taste.







Programming










The soul of any application is soulless code. Made with all my heart and professionalism, of course.








Check Out Some of Our Qualifications















Haywire Group is the game dev partner for 2021 season in collaboration with Parimatch IPL cricket betting











Starting with a small deposit when you are new at a casino is important for financial safety. Luckily, you can always choose one from WithCasinoBonus $1 deposit casinos available in Canada and start playing immediately.












Find the best online casinos in Australia! Read review of Rocket casino by Onlinecasinos-australia.net and get your bonus!











Check out CasinoHEX’s list of the best online casinos that accept PayPal payments. All the needed PayPal deposit instruction for gamblers in one place.














Our company Haywire Group helped portal Polski TopKasynoOnline.com to form its unique range of games with the support of Milan R. We recommend to evaluate the best online casino games in Poland.











High Stream Moving can help you seamlessly move to NY with their expert moving services and dedicated team. So one of the best ways to make this process seamless is to hire a professional mover.











Haywiregroup.com is thrilled to collaborate with mines-game.com, a premier platform dedicated to the casino game ‘mines’ and offering strategies to help players steer clear of losses. This partnership promises to bring together the strengths of both brands, enriching the gaming experience for enthusiasts.











Buy WoW Gold, any amount of gold on Each Realm in Stock. Delivery time in most cases is less than 20 minutes.














To play with good players on faceit, you have to get a good elo rating. You can skip this way and buy faceit accounts from Eloboss, made by professional CS:GO players.











Seeking an online casino that caters to Australian players? Look no further than Jokaroom Casino! This top-rated gambling destination offers a wide selection of games, generous bonuses, and an exclusive collection of slots and table games. If you’re ready to start winning, sign up today and receive a 300% Bonus plus 50 free spins!











In the dynamic world of game development, crafting immersive and engaging casino games is a paramount goal, and sites like auslots.bet have truly embraced this challenge. Auslots stands out as a hub for innovative and exciting casino games, offering players an extraordinary gaming experience.













As a rule, the development of IT projects begins with the definition of a range of problems that the product must solve. After that, a specification and a technical building are written on it. That is, what is to be done within the framework of the project can be formalized with a good degree of accuracy. This works even in the case of agile development, with the allowance for the fact that formalization takes place for shorter periods, and usually this is due to the fact that the customer has a poor idea of what he needs.




In games, the situation is radically different. The reason lies in the fact that the game should bring the concept of Fun, which is difficult to formalize. Moreover, it should bring this Fun to a huge (the more, the better) number of people. Compare the wording “Through our application, the user should be able to book a hotel room” and “Through our application, the user should have fun”.




In this, games are akin to cinematography or even theater – before release or on stage (in fact, launch), one cannot be exactly sure what kind of reaction the audience (players) will have. On the other hand, games are a multi-billion dollar business growing every year. In good business, predictability in terms of both results and timing is one of the main components.
















Testing











We put our apps in a cage with hungry lions to make sure they’re reliable.


















The classic production cycle up to the launch of a game project looks like this: Idea Generation, Pre-production, Production, Finaling. These stages differ in team composition, artifacts, and even management approach. If agile development is quite appropriate at the Pre-production stage, then at the Production stage it is better to use classical methodologies.




The main principle is early prototyping. Anything that raises questions should be implemented as early as possible. This significantly reduces the cost of the error. At the same time, the concept of “early prototyping” should be considered rather broadly. For example, let’s make a game like Diablo. There is a risk in the game – to get an uninteresting combat game. In order to appreciate this very interesting, you need to invest a lot in production – you need the character to be ready, so that the enemies are ready (preferably several different ones), so that the feedback is configured – visual and sound effects, so that the HUD is made, so that a system of rewards was made. Moreover, all this should be done at a quality level close to the final one, otherwise the complex cannot be evaluated. Therefore, “early prototyping” is both alpha-beta versions and soft launch.
















Release










Placement of the application in the store corresponding to its platform – App Store, Google Play, or Market Place







Promotion










We will make even those who prefer rotary telephones learn about your application.


















There may be a hierarchy inside the programming department – architects, leading developers, but this is all within the framework of the structure indicated above. At the same time, the majority of the team are programmers. In game projects, the situation is fundamentally different. Despite the fact that games grew out of purely programming teams (or rather, even from the hobby of single programmers), now, in order to make a game, it is necessary to involve a very diverse range of specialists. Moreover, for different games they will be different specialists.









Latest News
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Effective Technical Tasks for Developers: A Comprehensive Guide with Examples from A Gambling Industry
 Today, we’re going to present a recipe for a robust technical task. We’ll showcase a
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Top 5 Animal-Based Games
 Animal-themed video games have been a fixture of the entertainment industry for decades. There is
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The Evolution of Virtual Reality in Games
 The rise of Virtual Reality (VR) in gaming has been one of the most significant revolutions in the
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Top performers in the gaming market with Haywire Group as an example
 The gaming market is ever-growing and ever-evolving, with more and more companies joining the
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Cryptocurrency and NFTs in Gaming: A New Frontier or Passing Trend?
 In recent yеars, the worlds оf cryptоcurrency аnd gаming hаve collided in аn
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Game Development
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                  			Since our founding in 2009, we have been creating and publishing games: from idea and artistic concept to prototypes and final release.

The company does not stand still and constantly sets ambitious goals for itself. We work for the sake of results and take on genres and platforms that are new to us.
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